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ABSTRACT Measurements on unstrained linear and weakly strained large ($340 bp) circular DNAs yield torsional rigidities in
the range C ¼ 170–230 fJ fm. However, larger values, in the range C ¼ 270–420 fJ fm, are typically obtained from measure-
ments on sufﬁciently small (#247 bp) circular DNAs, and values in the range C ¼ 300–450 fJ fm are obtained from experiments
on linear DNAs under tension. A new method is proposed to estimate torsional rigidities of weakly supercoiled circular DNAs.
Monte Carlo simulations of the supercoiling free energies of solution DNAs, and also of the structures of surface-conﬁned super-
coiled plasmids, were performed using different trial values of C. The results are compared with experimental measurements of
the twist energy parameter, ET, that governs the supercoiling free energy, and also with atomic force microscopy images of
surface-conﬁned plasmids. The results clearly demonstrate that C-values in the range 170–230 fJ fm are compatible with ex-
perimental observations, whereas values in the range C $ 269 fJ fm, are incompatible with those same measurements. These
results strongly suggest that the secondary structure of DNA is altered by either sufﬁcient coherent bending strain or sufﬁcient
tension so as to enhance its torsional rigidity.
INTRODUCTION
The torsional rigidities of many different DNAs have been
assessed by a variety of experimental methods. Surprisingly,
the reported values span a 4.5-fold range, even though sta-
tistical errors in the individual measurements are probably
,15% in most cases. Moreover, the variations in torsional
rigidity (C) with 1), temperature (T) from 293 to 310 K; 2),
overall base composition from 34% to 100% GC; 3), NaCl
concentration from 0.01 to 1.0 M; or 4), Mg21concentration
from 0 to 40 mM in 0.1 M NaCl are all,;15%, so the large
spread in reported values must stem from other causes (1–6).
All of the larger reported C-values pertain to DNAs that
are subject to substantial bending strain in small circles with
N # 254 bp (7–19), or substantial tensile stresses in single-
molecule pulling experiments (20–26). There arises now the
question of whether the large spread in reported C-values
reﬂects genuinely different torsional rigidities of the differ-
ently strained DNAs, or instead simply reﬂects large sys-
tematic errors in one or another of the experimental methods.
In this article, we shall present new evidence that the large
values of C reported for sufﬁciently bent and stretched DNAs
do not apply to weakly strained, large, circular DNAs. We shall
also argue that such large torsional rigidities more likely arise
from strain-induced alterations of the DNA secondary structure
than from systematic errors in the measurements themselves.
Variations in secondary structure and
torsional rigidity
Considerable evidence that duplex DNAs under various
conditions exhibit different average secondary structures
with different torsional rigidities was presented previously
(2,3,5,6,10,27–38). Certain local perturbations, such as a par-
ticular change in sequence or the binding of a CAP or Sp1
transcriptional activator to its speciﬁc site, were found to
exert very long-range effects (over several hundred base pairs)
on the average secondary structure and torsional rigidity of
the ﬂanking DNA (6,36). In addition, the dynamic bending
rigidity (Ad) of DNA, which governs Brownian ﬂexure for
times t # 1 ms, was found to exceed the static equilibrium
value (Aeq) by ;4-fold (37,39–41). This important ﬁnding
implies that two or more differently curved (or superhelical),
but slowly interconverting, conformations coexist even in
unstrained duplex DNAs. A substantial increase in torsional
rigidity upon imposing a coherent bending strain of ;2/bp
was attributed to the shift of such a prevailing conforma-
tional equilibrium toward the more curved structure, which
evidently has the greater torsional rigidity (35,37). The very
limited available structural information suggests that these
different structures are probably conformational substates
within the B-family. Additional evidence pertaining to long-
range allosteric transitions in DNA secondary structure and
their possible role in gene regulation was reviewed previ-
ously (36).
Methods to measure the torsional rigidity
Several rather different methods have been employed to
determine the torsional rigidities of particular DNAs under
various conditions. In the ﬂuorescence polarization anisot-
ropy (FPA) method, the torsional rigidity is obtained by
analyzing the time-resolved FPA of intercalated ethidium
dye (5). This analysis requires an estimated value of Ad (4,5).
Experimental values of 1), Ad; 2), the equilibrium persistence
length (Peq); and 3), C for a 200-bp DNA were determined
by combining FPA measurements with transient polarization
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grating (TPG) experiments on the same DNA (37). The TPG
method involves diffractive detection of the photo-induced
dichroism within the grating, and extends the time window
for measurement of the optical anisotropy by 100-fold into
the regime where bending and end-over-end tumbling com-
pletely dominate the decay (42). For purposes of comparison,
Ad is expressed in terms of a dynamic persistence length,
Pd[Ad=kT, where k is Boltzmann’s constant and T the
absolute temperature. For this 200-bp DNA in 4 mM ionic
strength at 294 K, the values C ¼ 188 fJ fm, Pd ¼ 200 nm,
and Peq ¼ 50 nm, were obtained. Robinson and co-workers
employed electron paramagnetic resonance spin-label methods
to assess Pd, and obtained comparably large values in the
range Pd ¼ 150–170 nm for numerous synthetic DNAs in 0.1
M NaCl (40,41,43). The values of C obtained from FPA data
on long DNAs are very insensitive to the choice of Pd in the
range 150–200 nm, and all of the C-values quoted below are
obtained by using Pd¼ 180 nm. Possible systematic errors in
C-values obtained by the FPA method are discussed in the
Appendix. The maximum possible systematic error is judged
to be,20%, and the actual systematic error is likely,10%.
In the topoisomer ratio (TR) method, a short (205#
N # 250 bp) linear DNA is circularized by ligation, the re-
sulting topoisomers are separated by gel electrophoresis, and
their relative populations are measured. By repeating this
experiment in different concentrations of ethidium (8,10),
or with DNAs of slightly different length (11), it is possible
to extract the difference in free energy between topoisomers,
as well as the intrinisic twist per base pair in the absence of
ethidium. From such free energy differences, C could be ex-
tracted by appropriate modeling (12,13,44).
In the cyclization kinetics (CK) method, one measures the
ratio of the rate of formation of circular monomers to the
rate of formation of linear plus circular dimers of short
(150 # N # 350 bp) DNAs (7,14–19,45). This ratio provides
information about the free energy to form the noncovalently
closed circular monomer that is sealed by the ligase. When
measured for homologous DNAs of different lengths, this ratio
is found to vary with length in an oscillatory manner with an
;10.4 bp period. Again, appropriate modeling of such data
provides estimates of both C and the equilibrium bending
rigidity (Aeq) (9,45). It is important to note that the enzyme
ligates the two strands of the duplex in successive steps. In the
ﬁrst step, the ligase may tolerate a signiﬁcant departure from
perfect tangential and, especially, azimuthal alignment of the
cohesive ends in the noncovalently closed DNA circles upon
which it acts. This tolerance may signiﬁcantly lower the de-
formational free energy of the noncovalently closed circular
DNA that is sampled by the ligase. Because the rate of forma-
tion of monomer circles is determined entirely by the initial
ligation event, the CK method may provide only a lower
bound, rather than the actual, value of C (17). Because equili-
bration of the topoisomers presumably still occurs between the
two ligation events, the second ligation step should still yield
the desired equilibrium ratio of topoisomers. Hence, the TR
results should be valid, even when the CK results signiﬁcantly
underestimate the actual value of C.
The simplest protocols for modeling TR and CK data are
valid only in the absence of complicating factors, such as
unsuspected directional permanent bends or twisting and
bending rigidities that vary with position along the ﬁlament.
Recent experiments suggest that any directional permanent
bends that are present in unstrained native DNA sequences
may not signiﬁcantly affect the probability of forming small
circles (17). Numerous attempts to model and characterize
such complicating factors have been made (14–19). These
attempts all invoke the independent dinucleotide step model,
wherein the secondary structure and torsional and bending
rigidities associated with a given base-pair step are assumed
to be completely independent of the sequence of its ﬂanking
DNA, or of any altered state of its ﬂanking DNA that is in-
duced by protein or other ligand binding, or by a B-to-Z
transition. However, this assumption has been unequivocally
contradicted by numerous published NMR structures of small
duplexes, which yield different structural parameters for par-
ticular steps, e.g., A-A steps, embedded in different ﬂanking
sequences (46), as well as by numerous other published
experiments (6,36,47–52) and unpublished studies of S. A.
Winkle (Florida International University, personal commu-
nication, 1997) that were reviewed previously (36). Other
evidence indicates that dinucleotide step models for direc-
tional permanent bends, or for Ad, cannot account satisfac-
torily for the behavior of all sequences (43,53,54). The most
common DNA melting models, namely two-state nearest-
neighbor models, can also be regarded as two-state dinucle-
otide step models. These, too, cannot account for all of the
extensive melting data (49). It is important to note that the
failure of dinucleotide step models is more likely due to the
assumption of a single duplex state than to interactions of
appreciably longer range than a single base pair. At the
midpoint of a cooperative transition between two duplex
conformations, the average domain size is larger, possibly
very much larger, than a dinucleotide step, so the spatial
range of structural correlations may far exceed the range of
the interactions per se (36). For such reasons, the values of C
and other parameters of speciﬁc subsequences in small
circles, which are extracted from CK measurements on
multiple DNAs using the dinucleotide step model, are poten-
tially prone to greater systematic error than ‘‘overall’’ values
that are obtained without the use of that model.
Analyses of various single-molecule pulling (SMP) experi-
ments provided several new means to assess the torsional
rigidities of variously twisted DNAs under tension (20–26).
Reported values of torsional rigidity
Values of C obtained by different methods are presented in
Table 1, where they are ranked in order of increasing co-
herent bend for circular DNAs, or increasing tension in the
case of SMP experiments. Omitted from Table 1 are lower
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C-values in the range 103–170 fJ fm, which were obtained
for subsequences of 150–170 bp circular DNAs only in the
presence of both phased A-tracts and either bound CAP or
repeats of certain other sequences (15,16,18,19). As noted
above, such values depend heavily on the validity of the in-
dependent dinucleotide step model, which has already been
contradicted in many cases.
Upon circularization of the linear 181-bp DNA, its tor-
sional rigidity increased by ;1.5-fold, as indicated in Table
1. In addition, its intrinsic binding constant for intercalated
ethidium increased by ;4.3-fold, and its circular dichroism
spectrum changed signiﬁcantly (35). These changes imply that
the coherent bending strain inherent in these 181-bp circles
induced a conformational change to a torsionally stiffer state.
However, this conformational change was evidently not com-
plete. After 8 months, the torsional rigidity of these 181-bp
circles rose still further from ;310–330 fJ fm to 400 fJ fm,
whereas the corresponding 181-bp linear DNAs remained
unchanged. In addition, the ratio of the intrinsic ethidium
binding constant of these ‘‘aged’’ circles to that of the cor-
responding linear DNAs declined from;4.3 to;1.6. Within
experimental error, the torsional rigidity and ethidium binding
constant ratio of these ‘‘aged’’ 181-bp circles matched the cor-
responding properties of the 247-bp circles, which were de-
termined via the TRmethod (10,35). Thus, the higher torsional
rigidities (410–420 and 400 fJ fm) of these 247- and aged 181-
bp circles might well represent the true long-term equilibrium
values in such small circles with 181 # N # 247 bp.
All of the C-values determined for circular DNAs with
N # 247 bp via the FPA and TR methods lie in the range
300–430 fJ fm. Some of the C-values obtained by the CK
method likewise exceed 300 fJ fm, although values as low
as ;220–240 fJ fm were also reported. All of the C-values
for equilibrium unstrained linear DNAs of any length and for
circular DNAs with N $ 340 bp lie in the range 150–230 fJ
fm. These ﬁndings strongly suggest that sufﬁcient coherent
bending strain (;1.5–2.0/bp) alters the average secondary
structure in such a way as to signiﬁcantly increase the tor-
sional rigidity, whereas signiﬁcantly smaller bending strains
(#1/bp) do not.
Analyses of SMP experiments on variously twisted DNAs
all yielded C-values in the range 300–450 fJ fm (cf. Table 1).
The best-ﬁt C-value for each given range of tensions is seen
to rise with increasing tension. This latter ﬁnding suggests
that tension, too, may alter the average secondary structure in
such a way as to increase the torsional rigidity.
At present, the reportedC-values extend from 103 to 450 fJ
fm. Till now, only the FPA method was capable of providing
C-values for unstrained linear DNAs and weakly strained
large circular DNAs (with superhelix density, jsj # 0.05),
as well as for more highly curved small (181-bp) circles. It
would be highly desirable to have an independent method
to assess the torsional rigidities of unstrained and/or weakly
strained DNAs. Comparatively precise measurements of the
supercoiling free energy have been made for several different
samples of p30d DNA (4932 bp) at low superhelix densities,
jsj # 0.008 (33,38,55), where the strain free energy as-
sociated with the coherent (superhelical) deformation is
#0.7kT/1000 bp. Simulations of the supercoiling free ener-
gies of topoisomers with small linking differences, which cor-
respond to such low superhelix densities, can now be made
with sufﬁcient statistical accuracy to allow a substantial
narrowing of the range of C-values that are compatible with
the experimental data.
TABLE 1 C-values obtained by different methods
DNA Bend (/bp) Tension (pN) Method C(fJ fm) Reference(s)
Linear viral DNAs 0 0 FPA 150–170 5
Linearized plasmids 0 0 FPA 190–220 2–5, 35, 37
Linear 181 bp DNAs 0 0 FPA 220 35
Circular plasmids #0.40* 0 FPA 200–230 5, 10, 34, 64, 67
Circular (340–350 bp) 1.0y 0 CK 200 45
Circular (237–254 bp) 1.45y 0 CK 240–300 7, 9
Circular (247 bp) 1.45y 0 TR 410–420 8, 10, 35
Circular (205–217 bp) 1.7y 0 TR 320–330 11–13
Circular (150–200 bp) 1.8–2.4z 0 CK 220–340(b) 14–19
Circular (181 bp; fresh) 2.0y 0 FPA 310–330 35
Circular (181 bp; 8 mos) 2.0y 0 FPA 400 35
Linear None 0.1–2.0 SMP 300 20–22, 25
Linear None 0.1–5.0 SMP 350 20–22, 24
Linear None 0.3–8.0 SMP 450 20–22, 23
Linear None 15–45 SMP 410–440 26
*RMS coherent bend (/bp) was estimated for the circular pSA509 plasmid with jsj ¼ 0.047 in 161 mM ionic strength, as follows. First, the ﬂuctuation bend
energy, MkT, was subtracted from the mean bending energy for l ¼ 0 in Table 2 to determine the energy attributable to coherent bend, Ucoh ¼ MðkB=2ÞÆb2cohæ,
where M ¼ 134 rods, kB ¼ 1.806 3 1013 erg, and Æb2cohæ is the mean-squared coherent bend angle between adjacent subunit rods. After solving for Æb2cohæ, the
root mean-squared coherent bend in /bp is reckoned as, Æb2cohæ
1=2
(180=p)ðM=NÞ ﬃ 0.40/bp, where N ¼ 3760 bp. This value depends upon superhelix density,
but should be independent of DNA length for such large DNAs.
yFor small circles containing N # 350 bp, the coherent bend is predominantly planar and is estimated simply as 360/N.
zThese values apply when the circle contains no bound CAP or phased repeats of other sequences besides oligo-A tracts.
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Writhe as a probe of the torsional rigidity
In contrast to the torsional rigidity, there is a reasonable con-
sensus concerning the value of the equilibrium bending ri-
gidity (Aeq) and equilibrium persistence length (Peq ¼ 50 nm)
of DNA. Recent CK data suggest that sequence-dependent
directional permanent bends in native DNA sequences con-
tribute negligibly to 1=Peq, in which event Peq ¼ Aeq=kT for
native sequences (17). For a supercoiled DNA, the relative
magnitudes of C and Aeq govern the partitioning of the su-
perhelical strain into twist and writhe. Atomic force micros-
copy (AFM) images allow one to estimate the writhe of a
surface-conﬁned supercoiled pSA509 DNA (3760 bp) under
buffer (56). Previous Monte Carlo simulations demonstrated
that conﬁnement in a surface ﬂattening potential restricts the
available conﬁgurations to an extremely small and unrepre-
sentative subset of those exhibited in solution (57). The aver-
age writhe of a surface-conﬁned supercoiled DNA is greater
than that of the same DNA in solution. Nevertheless, the
tertiary structures of the surface-conﬁned supercoiled DNA
are inﬂuenced by the torsional rigidity, so comparisons of
simulated surface-conﬁned supercoiled model DNAs with
the observed AFM images may provide some additional infor-
mation about the range of admissible values of C.
Objectives of this work
The aims of this study are to simulate 1), the supercoiling
free energies of model circular DNAs with low superhelix
densities in solution; and 2), the mean writhes and typical
structures of surface-conﬁned model circular DNAs with
native superhelix density by using different trial values of the
torsional rigidity. By comparing the results with experimental
observations, the range of C-values that is compatible with
the experimental data is ascertained.
THEORY
Topological and geometrical aspects
of supercoiling
Every circular duplex DNA is characterized by its integral linking number ‘,
the number of turns of one single strand around the other. ‘ is a topological
invariant that is unaltered by any change in secondary or tertiary structure of
the DNA. The extent of deformation of the DNA is characterized by its
linking difference, D‘ ¼ ‘ ‘0, wherein ‘0 is the intrinsic twist of the
unstrained DNA. For a large circular DNA comprising N bp, ‘0 ¼ NfbpB ,
where f
bp
B ((1/10.45) turns/bp) is the intrinsic succession angle between base
pairs of the duplex. The superhelix density is deﬁned by s[D‘=‘0, and is
typically ;–0.05 for native plasmid DNAs.
The linking number is partitioned between twist (t) and writhe (w) ac-
cording to (58,59)
‘ ¼ t1w: (1)
Numerous Monte Carlo studies of supercoiled circular DNAs have been
performed in our laboratory (2,44,57,60–64). Detailed descriptions of the
mesoscopic models, coordinate systems, and potentials of mean force, and
full explications of the algorithms and protocols for uniform sampling of
conﬁguration space, ring closure, detection of hard-cylinder overlap, knot
detection, and reversible work calculations were provided in one or another
of those prior works (44,57,60,63,64). Consequently, only a brief account of
our models and methods is presented here, with emphasis on any changes
from previously published procedures.
The mesoscopic model
The DNA is here regarded as a chain of M rigid-rod subunits, each con-
taining n ¼ N/M bp. These subunit rods are labeled consecutively by the
index j, j ¼ 1, . . . M. In each subunit (j) is ﬁxed a coordinate frame (xj,yj,zj),
the zj axis of which lies along the bond vector (bj) that extends from the
origin of the jth frame to the origin of the succeeding (j 1 1)th frame. The
Euler rotation that carries a coordinate frame from coincidence with the jth
frame to coincidence with the (j1 1)th frame is Fj;j11[ (aj;j11bj;j11gj;j11),
where the component rotations, aj;j11; bj;j11; andgj;j11, are taken sequen-
tially around the body-ﬁxed zj, new body-ﬁxed yj9, and ﬁnal body-ﬁxed zj$





where fj;j11[ aj;j111gj;j11 (rad) is the net twist of the Euler rotation,
Fj;j11, from the jth to the (j 1 1)th frame (44,57,60,63).










ðbj3 eij  biÞ
jri  rjj2
; (3)
wherein ri and rj denote the positions of the origins of the ith and jth subunit
frames, respectively, in the laboratory frame, and eij[ (ri  rj)=jri  rjj de-
notes a unit vector along ri  rj (66). For the subunit rod length, jbjj ¼ jbj ¼
9.54 nm, that is used in the present simulations, the discretization implied
by Eq. 3 does not provide a sufﬁciently accurate approximation to the actual
writhe of the array of bond vectors. By subdividing each bond vector into
10 collinear subsections and performing the analogous sum over those, the
accuracy of the writhe calculation becomes adequate for our purposes (63).
Speciﬁcally, Eq. 1 was obeyed to within 6 0.1 turn throughout these sim-
ulations, which extend to jD‘j ¼ 24 turns.
Monte Carlo simulation models and methods
Each rigid-rod subunit of our model DNA is connected to its neighbors at
either end by Hookean torsion and bending springs. The subunit rod length,
b ¼ 9.54 nm, was chosen to be slightly ,1/5 of a persistence length, Peq ¼
50 nm. Various properties, including the mean-squared writhe of a nicked
circular DNA and the supercoiling free energy of a closed circular DNA,
were found to become independent of rod length, when b # (Peq/5), as
shown by simulations of nicked circles (67) and by (unpublished) simu-
lations of closed circles in our laboratory. This choice of b corresponds to
n ¼ 28.06 bp. Two different model DNAs are simulated. The ﬁrst model
comprisesM ¼ 170 subunits, corresponding to 4770 bp. This is comparable
in size to p30d (4932 bp), whose supercoiling free energy was measured in
numerous experiments (33,38,55). The second model comprises M ¼ 134
subunits, corresponding to 3760 bp. This is identical in size to pSA509,
which was imaged via AFM (56). The trial twisting torque constants are
chosen to be uniform along the ﬁlament and to produce one or another tor-
sional rigidity in the range C ¼ 170–410 fJfm. The bending torque constant
is always chosen to yield a total bending persistence length Peq ¼ 50 nm.
Potential functions
The potential of mean force of a particular conﬁguration is given by
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Utot ¼ Utwist1Ubend1UI1Uext; (4)
where Utwist is the torsion potential energy, Ubend is the bending potential
energy, and UI ¼ Uhc1Uel is the intersubunit potential energy and includes
both the hard-cylinder ðUhcÞ and electrostatic ðUelÞ interactions between dif-
ferent rigid-rod subunits of the model DNA (57,60,63,64). Uext is the energy
due to an external potential, which conﬁnes the DNA near a planar surface,
and is used only in simulated transfers of a supercoiled DNA from solution
to a surface for comparison with AFM images.







where a [ C/jbj is the trial torsion elastic constant between subunits, and u
is a parameter that is used to vary the linking difference, while the linking
number remains ﬁxed at 0 turns (44,63).
The hard-cylinder potential, UHC, is evaluated by regarding each subunit
rod as a cylinder with radius a ¼ 1.20 nm about its bond vector. UHC is
inﬁnite, if the cylinders overlap, and zero otherwise. Any overlaps are de-
tected by a previously described algorithm (60), and any overlapped conﬁ-
guration is immediately rejected, because it lies outside the accessible region
of conﬁguration space, and a new move is attempted from the same previous
conﬁguration.
The electrostatic potential between subunit rods is evaluated by ﬁrst
placing charged spheres of radius, a ¼ 1.20 nm, separated by 3.18 nm along
the entire chain of bond vectors, so exactly three spheres are found at iden-
tical positions (0, b/3, and 2b/3) along every bond vector. The electrostatic












where rij is the distance between charges, e is the electronic charge, e is the
dielectric constant (e ¼ 78.54 at 298 K), k is the Debye screening parameter
due to small ions in the solution, and Z is the effective charge. Z is adjusted
so that the electrostatic potential surrounding the middle of a linear array of
2001 such charges closely matches the solution of the nonlinear Poisson-
Boltzmann equation for an inﬁnitely long cylinder with the same charge per
unit length as DNA at all distances .2a (57,63,64). This has been done
previously for uni-univalent salt concentrations in the range 0.01–1.0 M, and
for mixed salt solutions containing 0.10 M NaCl1 0.01 M MgCl2 (64). For
a given value of the effective charge, Eq. 6 is the well-known Derjaguin-
Landau-Verwey-Overbeek electrostatic potential between charged spheres
in an ionic solution. The electrostatic energy of the supercoiled model DNA
is reckoned by summingUel(rij) over all pairs of spherical charges that reside
on different subunit rods. Interactions between those pairs of charges that are
separated by more than a speciﬁed cutoff distance are neglected. The cut-off
distance is chosen so that UelðrijÞ/kT , 8 3 104 when rij exceeds the cut-
off distance. For simulations of the supercoiling free energies of model
DNAs in ;0.1 M uni-univalent ionic strength, all electrostatic interactions
between adjacent rods (along the chain) are ignored, so the local resistance
to bending is determined almost exclusively by the bending torque con-
stant, kB. However, in simulations of the transfer of model DNAs from solution
to the surface in both 0.161 and 0.01 M uni-univalent ionic strength, all
electrostatic interactions between adjacent subunit rods are included. Such
interactions signiﬁcantly affect the resistance to bending and the persistence
length, and consequently also the choice of kB that gives the desired persistence
length, as described previously (57,63,64) and discussed further below.
When used in simulations with C ¼ 200 or 210 fJ fm, the electrostatic
potential in Eq. 6 yielded results in good agreement with the measured
supercoiling free energy of pBR322 DNA in 0.02 M ionic strength (63,68)
and with AFM images of a native supercoiled pSA509 DNA in 0.161 and
0.010 M ionic strength (56,57).
For simulations of the supercoiling free energies of model DNAs in 0.1M
ionic strength, 1/k ¼ 0.962 nm, Z ¼ 14.4 charges/sphere, and the cutoff
distance is 12.0 nm. For the simulations of surface-conﬁned DNAs in 0.161
M ionic strength, 1/k¼ 0.758 nm, Z¼16.7 charges/sphere, and the cut-off
distance is 12.0 nm, and for surface-conﬁned DNAs in 0.01 M ionic
strength, 1/k ¼ 3.04 nm A˚, Z ¼ 7.82 charges/sphere, and the cut-off
distance is 24.0 nm.







where kB is the torque constant for bending of the DNA, and the bend-
ing angle, bj;j11, is the second rotation in the composite Euler rotation,
F(aj;j11;bj;j11;gj;j11), that orients the frame of the (j 1 1)th subunit in that
of the jth. The value of kB was chosen to yield a persistence length, P ¼
50 nm, in the following manner. Simulations of both 10- and 20-subunit
linear chains were performed (10 million moves/simulation) for several
different values of kB, but using always the same appropriate values of the
parameters in Utwist and UI that were discussed above. For each simulation,
the persistence length was calculated according to
P ¼ b= 1 Æcosbj;j11æ
 
; (8)
where the average, Æcosbj;j11æ, was taken over all subunits, j¼ 1, . . . ,M 1,
in all conﬁgurations. The values, kB ¼ 1.946 3 1013, 1.806 3 1013, and
1.060 3 1013 dyne cm in, respectively, 100 mM, 161 mM, and 10 mM
ionic strength yielded P ¼ 50 nm for both the 10- and 20-subunit chains
within the simulation errors. The kB-values in 161 and 10 mM ionic strength
are lower than that in 100 mM, because the simulations in 161 and 10 mM
include electrostatic interactions between adjacent subunits, whereas the
simulations in 100 mM did not.
Each DNA in solution is simulated in the absence of Uext via previously
described algorithms and protocols (44,60,63).
For simulations of surface-conﬁned DNAs, a surface potential of mean
force, Uext, is applied along the laboratory z axis, normal to the surface, to
force the DNA to lie in the xy plane. This potential is applied separately to
each subunit in the DNA, and takes the form
UextðzÞ ¼ ð4:2153 10
31Þz10 if z# 0
lð1:8293 1018Þz2 if z. 0
 
; (9)
where z is the position of the subunit in A˚ and l is a constant that is slowly
increased from 0 to 1 (to turn on the attractive part). Because the force
constants in Eq. 9 apply for z values in angstroms (A˚), the unit of length in
this and all subsequent discussions pertaining to surface-conﬁned DNAs is
taken to be 1 A˚¼ 0.1 nm. For the purpose of calculatingUext, the location of
each subunit is taken to be at the joint between adjacent subunits. The value
of the force constant for z # 0 was chosen so that the potential energy of a
single subunit equals kT at 50 A˚ and has units of erg/A˚10. The value of the
force constant for z. 0 was chosen so that when l¼ 1, the potential energy
equals kT at 150 A˚, and has units of erg/A˚2 (57). As explained previously
(57), this is an ad hoc potential that 1), hopefully reproduces certain features
of the actual force ﬁeld in the region around the potential minimum at z¼ 0;
2), achieves a suitable degree of ﬂattening of the DNA in the z direction
normal to the surface; and 3) allows considerable equilibration of the
surface-bound DNA within a reasonable simulation time. The force constant
of the hard wall potential for z, 0 was chosen to enable DNAs to equilibrate
by passing DNA sections over each other, even when pressed onto the
surface with mean positions near z;0. The force constant of the harmonic
potential (when l ¼ 1.0) in the region z . 0 was chosen so that the mean z
thickness in 161 mM ionic strength is ;½ the diameter of an unperturbed
interwound superhelix. At that point, the induced deformation is already
quite substantial. A practical consideration is that any signiﬁcant increase
in this harmonic force constant would not only increase the degree of ﬂat-
tening, but would also greatly slow the equilibration process, and prohibi-
tively increase the required simulation time. This ad hoc potential provides
a force ﬁeld with suitable properties for our purposes, which are to assess
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the effects of near-equilibrium ﬂattening on the geometric, topological, and
thermodynamic properties associated with the internal coordinates of the DNA.
However, the value of this surface potential at any particular z coordinate
relative to that of the corresponding solution DNA is certainly incorrect, so that
the total work of transfer from solution to the surface is also incorrect, and
cannot be used to estimate the equilibrium constant for surface binding.
Neglect of the hydration potential
Osmotic compression experiments revealed short-range repulsive forces
between DNA duplexes that substantially exceed the expected electrostatic
forces at short separations between duplex axes, d # 3.0 nm (69). These
short-range repulsions, which were attributed to hydration forces, are omitted
from the interaction potential in Eq. 4. The resulting underestimate of ET is
extremely slight, since the DNA subunits practically never approach to such
close distances. The hard-core repulsion in UI precludes smaller separations,
d , 2.4 nm, in any case.
Monte Carlo moves and simulation algorithms
DNAs in solution
In the basic Monte Carlo move (henceforth called a type I move), a different
small random rotation about every local coordinate axis, xj, yj, and zj,
j ¼ 1, . . . ,N, is applied simultaneously to every subunit in the chain (44,60),
after which the Euler angles, Fj ¼ ðaj;bj; gjÞ, that orient each subunit in
the laboratory frame are updated via the small-angle formulas (65). The
maximum angle of rotation is very small, 0.008 rad or less, so the rotations
of each subunit around its three Cartesian axes commute to very high ac-
curacy. This protocol samples conﬁguration space in a uniform manner (60).
Erratic behavior that occurs when bj is too close to either 0 or p, is removed
by a p/2 rotation of the coordinate frame of the jth subunit around its own yj
axis, whenever bj#Q or p  bj#Q, whereQ is a suitable threshold angle.
Details of this protocol were provided previously (44,60). In our early work
(2,44,60–62),Qwas assigned a value corresponding to 17, but in our recent
simulations (57,63), and in the present study, this value was increased to 28.
The Euler angles, aj;bj;gj, are used to express the unit vectors, xˆj; yˆj; zˆj, of
the jth coordinate frame in terms of the laboratory coordinates (44,60). At
this point the ring-closure algorithm (60) is applied, which may result in
additional small rotations of each subunit around its transverse axes, which
in turn necessitates an update of the aj;bj;gj and the xˆj; yˆj; zˆj unit vectors.
Next, the algorithm to detect hard-cylinder overlaps (60) is applied. If the
new conﬁguration exhibits no overlaps, then the knot-detection algorithm
(60) is applied. If the new conﬁguration is unknotted, then the frame-to-
frame Euler rotations, aj;j11;bj;j11; gj;j11, are reckoned from the xˆj; yˆj; zˆj
and xˆj11; yˆj11; zˆj11, as described previously (44). Thus, each type I move
comprises 3N random subrotations, plus any small rotations that result from
the ring-closure algorithm. Subsequently, the potential energy of the new
conﬁguration is evaluated and the Metropolis criterion applied to either
accept the new conﬁguration or reject it in favor of its predecessor. In the
simulation used here, the potential function is evaluated directly from the
frame-to-frame Euler angles on every step, so that it is not necessary to evaluate
the writhe on every step, as was done in some of our earlier simulations, but
only once every 2000 type I moves.
Surface-conﬁned DNAs
To simulate the transfer of a supercoiled DNA from solution to the surface, a
circular chain of 134 subunits is ﬁrst simulated in the absence of any external
potential (Uext ¼ 0), while its linking difference is varied stepwise from 0
to 17 turns, which corresponds to native superhelix density (s ¼ 0.047).
This model DNA with 17 turns is simulated for 35 million moves, with
single conﬁgurations selected at 15, 25, and 35 million moves for transfer
to the surface. Each of those three conﬁgurations is used as the initial
conﬁguration for a new simulation in a very weak surface potential (l ¼
1.407 3 105). When this simulation has equilibrated (57), its ﬁnal conf-
iguration is used as the ﬁrst conﬁguration of a second simulation, which uses
a larger value of l. This process is iterated and, as l is gradually increased in
10 steps from l ¼ 1.407 3 105 to l ¼ 1, the supercoiled DNA is slowly
pressed into relatively ﬂat conﬁgurations (57). Simulated transfers were
performed using the same 11 values of l used in our previous work (l ¼
1.407 3 105, 5.625 3 105, 2.250 3 104, 9.000 3 104, 3.600 3 103,
1.440 3 102, 4.5918 3 102, 1.4062 3 101, 2.500 3 101, 5.102 3
101, and 1.000) (57). These 11 l-values correspond to 11 different z-values
at which Uext ¼ kT, which are as follows (in A˚): 40,000, 20,000, 10,000,
5000, 2500, 1250, 700, 400, 300, 210, and 150. Of course, for all of these
potentials, Uext ¼ kT at 50 A˚.
For simulations in the presence ofUext, an additional type of Monte Carlo
move must be employed. In a type II move, every subunit is translated by
the same small random distance along a direction normal to the surface, as
described previously (57). When Uext is present, the program alternates be-
tween type I and type II moves. The maximum step size for type II (purely
translational) Monte Carlo moves was 25 A˚ for l¼ 1.4073 105. As l was
increased, the maximum step size was decreased stepwise to 10 A˚ to ensure
that at least 50% of the type II moves were accepted. This entire surface
transfer process is repeated for each of the three different initial conﬁgu-
rations drawn from the original Monte Carlo simulation in the absence of
Uext. Three transfers using the three different values of C (200, 305, and
410 fJfm) were simulated for each of the two ionic strengths, m ¼ 0.01 M
and 0.161 M, for which AFM images were reported (56). A total of 18
transfers, three for each pair of C- and m-values, were simulated.
When l ¼ 1.0, the surface potential in Eq. 10 ﬂattens the distribution
of duplex DNA centers to a root mean-squared (RMS) thickness in the
z-direction of;45 A˚ in 0.161 M ionic strength, and ;58 A˚ in 0.01 M ionic
strength. In contrast, Lyubchenko and Shlyakhtenko reported a vertical
image height of 17 6 3 A˚ for single duplex strands, but performed no sys-
tematic AFM study of the height at points of duplex crossings (56). Such low
heights imply that the z-distribution of duplex centers has negligible thick-
ness compared to the duplex diameter. This observation raises the question
of whether the DNA is so greatly ﬂattened by the surface potential alone, or
instead adopts such structures only under the additional force of the AFM
tip, which is operated in tapping mode. When the amplitude of tip oscilla-
tion is reduced, the apparent height of the DNA is observed to increase by
as much as twofold in some cases (personal communication from Y.
Lyubchenko, Arizona State University, 2001). This suggests that, under the
reduced force associated with the reduced amplitude of the tip oscillation,
the DNA may sometimes be encountered and detected at a height signif-
icantly above the surface.
No useful information about additional ﬂattening could be obtained by
raising the value of l above 1.0, because the equilibration slowed dramati-
cally for signiﬁcantly higher values of l. Nevertheless, two factors suggest
that sufﬁcient ﬂattening has been achieved, when l ¼ 1.0. 1), The RMS
thickness of the distribution of centers of the surface-conﬁned DNA at l ¼
1.0 is ;½ the diameter of a normal straight interwound superhelix in 161
mM ionic strength, so deformation of the superhelix ‘‘structure’’ is already
considerable. 2), It is likely that the AFM tip in tapping mode drives seg-
ments of the DNA that lie signiﬁcantly ‘‘above’’ the surface down ‘‘onto’’ the
surface, as noted above. The somewhat smaller than expected vertical height of
the ﬂat-lying DNA in AFM images suggests that the applied force is sufﬁcient
to compress even the diameter of the duplex and/or the underlying surface.
It would require considerably less force to drive high-lying DNA segments,
including those atop a plectonemic helix, down onto the surface. For such
reasons, we suspect that in the absence of the tip force some of the duplex
segments lie signiﬁcantly above the surface, as is the case in these simulations.
The supercoiling free energy
According to experiments, the change in supercoiling free energy upon
varying the linking difference from m ‘0 to ‘ ‘0 is well represented by
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DGsc ¼ kT ET=Nð Þðð‘ ‘0Þ2  ðm ‘0Þ2Þ; (10)
where ET is the twist energy parameter and N the number of base pairs. For
DNAs in 0.1 M ionic strength, both experiments and simulations indicate
that ET is independent of N and jD‘,j provided that N exceeds ;2500 bp
(8,11,33,38,55,70,71). Equation 9 was observed experimentally to hold for
p30d DNA in 0.1 M NaCl over a range of linking differences from 0 to
native (;23 turns) (33). Previous simulations with C ¼ 200 fJ fm and an
effective hard-cylinder potential to represent electrostatic interactions were
also in reasonable accord with both Eq. 10 and the experimental data, but
those with C ¼ 300 fJ fm exhibited a signiﬁcant decline in the apparent ET
with increasing jD‘j, and the simulated ET-values substantially exceeded the
experimental data for all jD‘j (60). The more precise simulations described
here, using a more realistic subunit interaction potential, yield very similar
results, as detailed below.
The supercoiling free energy is deﬁned here as the free energy to increase
the linking difference of a closed circular DNA from 0 to D‘, and for the









where Ætjæ is the average torque exerted on the jth subunit by the j,j1 1 spring,
which must be overcome by the external agent to change the linking difference
by du ¼ 2pdð‘ ‘0Þ rad (44). For an isotropic bending potential,
tj ¼  @Utot
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where Æwæ is the average writhe of the circular DNA. DGscðD‘Þ was cal-
culated by using both Eqs. 11 and 13 as a check on the mean torque and
writhe calculations, and identical results were obtained in all cases. The




Determination of ET via either Eq. 11 or Eq. 13 is referred to as the
reversible work method.
Simulation parameters and details
DNAs in solution
Simulations of 170 subunit (4770 bp) model solution DNAs were performed
for linking differences that spanned the range from 0 to –24 turns, and
included, D‘ ¼ -1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and –6 in the weakly supercoiled
regime. The ionic strength was 0.1 M (uni-univalent salt) and the temper-
ature was T ¼ 310 K. The dielectric constant employed, e ¼ 78.5, slightly
exceeds the prevailing value at 310 K, and leads to a slight (0.98-fold) un-
derestimate of the Debye screening parameter, and a very slight overestimate
of the repulsive interactions and ET. This error in ET is in the opposite
direction to that due to neglect of hydration forces, and is expected to be
much smaller than statistical errors in the simulations, especially for the small
linking differences of interest, where the subunits rarely approach one another
closely, even in the complete absence of long-range electrostatic interactions
(57,62, unpublished results from our lab).
Surface-conﬁned DNAs
The surface-conﬁned model DNAs comprised 134 subunits (3760 bp), and
the linking difference was assumed to be 17 turns in 0.161 M ionic
strength and 15.4 turns in 0.01 M ionic strength (57). The simulation tem-
perature was taken to be 298 K.
Equilibration
DNAs in solution
Of the various properties calculated for our model DNAs in solution, the
radius of gyration is the most slowly varying. For the 170-subunit model
DNA with jD‘j ¼ 2, the autocorrelation function of the radius of gyration
(Rg) as a function of the number of moves falls below its starting value by a
factor of e2 at ;1.1 million moves and ﬂuctuates about 0 from ;3.5
million moves up to at least 100 million moves; ½ of all moves are normally
accepted. Typically, a new simulation for a particular choice of D‘ and C is
initiated by either incrementingD‘ or alteringC from its respective value in a
previous simulation, the last conﬁguration of which is the new starting
conﬁguration. An equilibration run of 20 million moves is performed with
the new value of D‘ or C, before a ﬁnal run of 340 million moves is per-
formed to generate the simulation data. In special cases, discussed below, the
data collection runs were extended to 520 million moves. We believe that
our solution DNAs are generally well-equilibrated at all jD‘j-values. How-
ever, sampling of the thermally accessible volume in conﬁguration space is
signiﬁcantly sparser for the smallest jD‘j-values, for which the DNA is less
constrained, and that volume is substantially greater.
Surface-conﬁned DNAs
As the 134-subunit model DNA is transferred from solution (l ¼ 0) to the
surface (l ¼ 1.0), its equilibration proceeds in the following way (57). After
incrementing l to a new value, an equilibration simulation of 8 million
moves is performed. This is followed by two successive simulations, each
comprising 4 million moves. (A ‘‘move’’ in this context comprises a type I
plus a type II move.) Each set of 4 million moves is subdivided into ﬁve
groups (the ﬁrst 20%, the second 20%, etc.), and the radius of gyration is
calculated for each group. The ﬁve average values are combined to reckon
the total mean (RgðjÞ) and standard deviation (s(j)) for the jth set (j ¼ 1,2) of
4 million moves. If Rgð2Þ lies within the range Rgð1Þ6 sð1Þ and also Rgð1Þ
lies with the range Rgð2Þ6 sð2Þ, then the simulation is assumed to be
satisfactorily equilibrated. If this criterion is not met, then another equili-
bration run of 8 million moves is performed, followed by two more suc-
cessive sets of 4 million moves, which are compared as described above.
This process is iterated until the speciﬁed condition is met. As l approaches
1.0, the fraction of accepted Type I moves declines, so the equilibration
simulation is extended to 10 million moves, and the two data simulations are
extended to 5 million moves. The same condition must be met before the two
most recent blocks of 5 million moves are kept as simulated data.
As l approaches 1.0, the simulation slows down in the sense that the
structure changes shape more slowly with increasing move number. Es-
pecially, the interchange between unbranched and branched interwound
conﬁgurations becomes very infrequent and is likely not adequately equi-
librated and/or sampled. Such behavior mimics that of pSA509 DNA in the
AFM studies, where only rather small changes in molecular shape are ob-
served in the time required to raster the AFM tip over the entire ﬁeld of view,
which includes many DNA molecules. Nonetheless, structural properties,
such as the radius of gyration and the writhe, of either kind of separate struc-
ture may be more completely equilibrated and adequately sampled.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Simulated values of ET and comparison with
experiment for solution DNAs
The computed ET-values from simulations of our 170-
subunit model DNA for each different trial value of the
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torsional rigidity, C, are plotted versus linking difference in
Fig. 1. The error bars in the simulation represent one stan-
dard deviation of the mean for each point. The much larger
standard deviations associated with the smaller linking dif-
ferences, jD‘j # 3, reﬂect the much greater conformational
space that must be explored in those cases to ensure that all
of the relevant ﬂuctuations are adequately sampled. Al-
though substantially longer simulations of model DNAs with
such small linking differences would be required to deter-
mine very accurate values of ET in this range, the present
level of accuracy sufﬁces for our purpose, which is to distin-
guish between DNAs simulated with C-values that differ by
.;15%.
The proximity of the simulated ET-values for C¼ 200 and
231 fJfm after 340 million moves led us to increase the size
of the simulations for those two values of C for D‘ ¼ 1, 2, 4,
and 6. For each of those eight choices of (C,D‘), an ad-
ditional 180 million moves were performed. The average
ET-values for the entire 520 million moves in each of these
cases appear in Fig. 1. Comparisons between the average
ET-values for the initial simulations of 340 million moves
(not shown) and those for the entire simulations of 520
million moves indicate that the larger number of moves did
not increase the separation in ET between the C ¼ 200 and
C ¼ 231 fJfm simulations.
The shaded area in Fig. 1 represents the range of the
experimental values, ET ¼ 900–1030, that were obtained for
p30d at 310 K by three different groups of researchers over a
period of more than a decade (33,38,55). All of these ex-
perimental ET-values were obtained by the topoisomer dis-
tribution (TD) method, wherein the relative intensities of
several (7 to 9) topoisomer bands were simultaneously ﬁtted
by Eq. 10 to obtain ET and ‘0. The shaded region extends
only to D‘¼ 4, because topoisomers with linking differences
.4 are either undetectable or present at such low concen-
tration that the relative ﬂuorescence intensities of their bands
in the gel cannot be determined with acceptable precision.
ET-values for other DNAs containing M $ 2500 bp were
also obtained via the TD method at 310 K (11,70,71).
Practically all of the reported values fell in the range, ET ¼
1000 6 100, and the majority also fell in the shaded region
of Fig. 1.
The simulated ET-values for C ¼ 170 fJfm clearly fall
into the experimentally observed range. Although the ET-
values for C ¼ 200 and 231 fJfm lie just slightly above the
shaded region, the error bars for all points with D‘¼ 1, 2, 3,
and 4 extend well into that shaded region, so those C-values
should also be regarded as consistent with the measured
range of ET. From this comparison between simulated and
experimental ET-values, we infer that the range of ‘‘valid’’
C-values for weakly strained large circular DNAs includes
C ¼ 170–230 fJ fm, but does not include higher values in
the range C $ 269 fJ fm! This inferred range of ‘‘valid’’
C-values falls within the range of C-values (150–230 fJ fm)
measured for linear and large circular DNAs by FPA and
for 340- to 350-base-pair circles by CK (cf. Table 1).
Higher C-values, in the range 310–400 fJ fm were mea-
sured for small circular DNAs with N ¼ 181 bp by the FPA
method, and C-values in the range 320–410 fJ fm were mea-
sured for small circles with 205 # N # 247 bp by the TR
method (cf. Table 1). Most C-values obtained for small cir-
cles with N# 254 bp by the CKmethod lie in the range 270–
340 fJ fm, although smaller C-values in the range 220–270 fJ
fm were also occasionally observed. As noted above, values
obtained by the CK method may be only lower bounds,
rather than the actual values. Hence, it is conceivable that all
circles with N # 254 bp exhibit C-values that exceed 270 fJ
fm. Values of C.300 fJfm were also obtained via different
SMP experiments. Nevertheless, the use of any C $ 269 fJ
fm in the simulations yields ET-values that signiﬁcantly ex-
ceed the measured values.
In conclusion, all values of C $ 269 fJ fm appear to be
incompatible with the ET-values measured for weakly super-
coiled DNAs with jsj # 0.008 at 310 K!
The reported values of C seem to fall largely into two
groups, the lower of which (150–230 fJ fm) is typical of
unstrained or weakly strained DNAs, and the higher of which
(270–450 fJ fm) typiﬁes DNAs that are subject to either
coherent bending strain $1.45/bp or tension $0.1 pN.
Simulated structures of surface-conﬁned DNAs
As reported previously, the transfer of a supercoiled DNA
from solution to a surface signiﬁcantly affects its morphol-
FIGURE 1 ET versus linking difference for 170 subunit chains, as pre-
dicted by Monte Carlo simulations. The values of C used in the simulations
are (top to bottom, jD‘j ¼ 5) 410, 305, 269, 231, 200, and 170 fJ fm. The
bending persistence length of the chain is 50 nm, the ionic strength is
100 mM, and the temperature is 310 K. The shaded area represents the range
of measured values of ET for p30d from three separate sets of measurements
(33,38,55). The lines simply connect the points from jD‘j ¼ 24 to jD‘j ¼ 5,
and straight lines are drawn from jD‘j ¼ 5 to jD‘j ¼ 0 simply to guide the
eye. In reality, these lines are most likely horizontal, but are sloped here to
follow the data, which grow increasingly noisy with decreasing magnitude
of the linking difference.
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ogy (57). The surface-conﬁned DNA could be classiﬁed as
having either an unbranched interwound (UI) or a branched
interwound (BI) conﬁguration, usually with three arms of
different length. In contrast, the solution DNAs are all inter-
wound, but are not so readily classiﬁed into the two simple
categories (branched and unbranched) as are the surface-
conﬁned DNAs. The solution DNAs often exhibit loops or
partial branches that do not properly belong in either cate-
gory. Equilibration among the UI and BI conﬁgurations of
the surface-conﬁned DNAs is very slow, so adequate sam-
pling of that equilibrium was probably not achieved in the
earlier simulations (57) and is likely not fully achieved here.
However, the writhe and number of crossovers in the pro-
jection of the DNA onto the xy plane are fairly similar for
both UI and BI conﬁgurations under a given set of condi-
tions, so incomplete equilibration of the UI % BI inter-
change probably has little effect on these properties.
Quantitative results for simulations of the 134-subunit
model in 0.161 M ionic strength are presented in Table 2.
Results obtained using C ¼ 200 fJfm for both solution (l ¼
0) and surface-conﬁned (l¼ 1.0) DNAs show trends that are
very similar to those reported previously (57). The twist
energies of the present and previous simulations cannot be
directly compared, since local ﬂuctuations about the uniform
net twist were omitted from the previous simulations, but
they are included here. The magnitude of the simulated
writhe is ;1 turn less in this work than in the earlier sim-
ulations. This is apparently due to eliminating errors in the
computed writhe, which arise from use of the full subunit
length, b ¼ 9.54 nm, in Eq. 3. However, the writhe still
becomes more negative by ;0.6 turns as the DNA is trans-
ferred from solution (l ¼ 0) to the surface (l ¼ 1.0), as
found previously. The bending, electrostatic, and external
potential energies and also Rgz in Table 2 are all very similar
to their respective values obtained in the previous simula-
tions. A decrease in the internal energy, as the DNA is trans-
ferred from the solution to the surface, is also seen here, and
is of similar size to the decrease seen in the previous simu-
lations. The current and previous simulations of 134-subunit
solution DNAs yield similar values for Rg and also for RgA ,
but modest (;10%) differences appear in the case of surface-
conﬁned DNAs. Since Rg and RgA for a surface conﬁguration
are determined primarily by whether that conﬁguration is UI
or BI, and the UI% BI equilibrium is likely not adequately
sampled in either the previous or present simulations, such
modest differences between the two simulations in regard
to these quantities are not a source of concern. Despite some
differences in details, results of the current simulations using
TABLE 2 Simulation results for model 134-subunit DNAs in solution (l ¼ 0) and for the ﬁnal simulations (l ¼ 1) of their
transfers to a surface for an ionic strength of 161 mM
C (fJfm)
200 305 410
l ¼ 0* l ¼ 1y l ¼ 0* l ¼ 1y l ¼ 0* l ¼ 1y
Moves/simulationz 80 3 106 101 3 106 80 3 106 108 3 106 80 3 106 146 3 106
Total energy (erg 3 1012) 10.31 6 0.21 10.48 6 0.18 10.46 6 0.15 10.59 60.26 10.44 6 0.19 10.62 6 0.08
Bending energy (erg 3 1012) 6.00 6 0.12 5.54 6 0.11 6.27 6 0.11 5.84 6 0.22 6.28 6 0.12 5.93 6 0.14
Twisting energy (erg 3 1012) 3.85 6 0.11 3.63 6 0.13 3.65 6 0.06 3.34 6 0.07 3.53 6 0.08 3.24 6 0.11
Electrostatic energy (erg 3 1012) 0.46 6 0.01 0.51 6 0.02 0.54 6 0.01 0.59 6 0.02 0.59 6 0.01 0.64 6 0.03
External potential energy (erg 3 1012) 0 0.81 6 0.02 0 0.83 6 0.03 0 0.81 6 0.003
Internal energy (erg 3 1012) 10.31 6 0.21 9.66 6 0.17 10.46 6 0.15 9.76 6 0.23 10.44 6 0.19 9.80 6 0.08
Writhe 11.1 6 0.3 11.7 6 0.5 12.7 6 0.1 13.5 6 0.3 13.5 6 0.2 14.3 6 0.3
Crossovers§ { 12.4 6 0.7 { 14.54 6 0.47 { 15.54 6 0.60
Rg (A˚) 694 6 47 902 6 14 641 6 28 872 6 92 727 6 34 888 6 25
Rgz (A˚)** 425 6 57
yy 45.24 6 0.65 404 6 30zz 45.37 6 0.70 474 6 53§§ 44.96 6 0.14
RgA (A˚)
{{ 596 6 48 800 6 170 536 6 27 770 6 110 640 6 46 795 6 26
UI/BI*** yyy 32%/68% yyy 0%/100% yyy 15%/85%
*Averages from a solution simulation in the absence of any surface potential. The averages are for eight simulations totaling 80 million moves. The error
ranges are the standard deviations over the eight simulations.
yAverages for l ¼ 1, which are taken over the last two simulations of three different simulated transfers, which collectively involve six simulations of
4 million moves each, or 24 million moves total. The error ranges are the standard deviations over the three transfers.
zAverage number of moves per simulated transfer (includes all equilibration moves). For the solution simulations, the total number of moves averaged
is listed.
§Crossovers when conﬁguration is projected into the xy plane.
{Not applicable for solution simulations.
**Component of the radius of gyration along the z axis, normal to the surface.
yyThis should be compared with the expected value, if the simulated DNA is rotationally averaged, of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Rg2=3
p ¼ 401 A˚.
zzThis should be compared with the expected value, if the simulated DNA is rotationally averaged, of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Rg2=3
p ¼ 370 A˚.
§§This should be compared with the expected value, if the simulated DNA is rotationally averaged, of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Rg2=3
p ¼ 420 A˚.
{{Largest component of the radius of gyration, when the full second-moment tensor is diagonalized.
***Percentage of unbranched interwound and branched interwound (UI/BI) conﬁgurations observed after the simulated transfer of supercoiled DNA to
the surface.
yyyNot calculated for solution simulations.
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C ¼ 200 fJ fm for solution and surface-conﬁned DNAs in
0.161 M ionic strength generally conﬁrm the conclusions
implied by the earlier simulations (57).
The simulated surface-conﬁned DNAs in 0.161 M ionic
strength with C ¼ 200 fJ fm exhibit conﬁgurations that qual-
itatively resemble those observed in AFM studies (56). Al-
though it is not possible to unambiguously count the number
of crossovers in those AFM images, plausible estimates are
in the range 10–12. The number of crossovers exhibited by
the simulated surface-conﬁned (l ¼ 1.0) DNAs with C ¼
200 fJ fm lies in the range 12–13 and the writhe is 11.7, all
in good agreement with the AFM images. However, the
number of crossovers observed increases to 14.5 for C¼ 305
fJ fm and to 15.5 for C ¼ 410 fJ fm. The magnitude of the
writhe also increases to 13.5 for C ¼ 305 fJ fm and to
14.5 for C ¼ 410 fJ fm. The agreement between the
simulated structures and AFM images in 0.161 M ionic
strength is signiﬁcantly poorer for these larger values of C.
This provides another indication that large values of C in
the range 300–450 fJ fm do not apply to weakly strained
DNAs.
The simulation results for solution 134-subunit model
DNAs in 0.01 M ionic strength are presented in Table 3. The
data obtained using C ¼ 200 fJ fm for solution (l ¼ 0) and
surface-conﬁned (l ¼ 1.0) DNAs show trends that are
similar to those reported previously (57). The bending, elec-
trostatic, and external energies and also Rgz in Table 3 are all
very similar to those obtained by the previous simulations. In
both this work and the previous study, very little change is
observed in the internal energy, as the DNA is transferred
from solution to the surface in 0.01 M ionic strength. The
current and previous simulations of solution DNAs yield
similar values for Rg and also for RgA , but modest (;10%)
differences appear in the case of surface-conﬁned DNAs.
Again, since Rg and RgA for a surface conﬁguration are
determined primarily by whether the conﬁguration is UI or
BI, and the UI % BI equilibrium is likely not adequately
sampled, such modest differences between the two simula-
tions for those quantities are not a source of concern. Despite
some differences in details, results of the current simulations
using C¼ 200 fJ fm for solution and surface-conﬁned DNAs
in 0.01 M ionic strength conﬁrm the conclusions implied by
the earlier simulations (57).
Most of the DNAs in the AFM images in 0.01 M ionic
strength exhibit some local intramolecular aggregation that
may be associated with particular surface inhomogeneities
TABLE 3 Simulation results for model 134-subunit DNAs in solution (l ¼ 0) and for the ﬁnal simulations (l ¼ 1) of their
transfers to a surface for an ionic strength of 10 mM
C (fJfm)
200 305 410
l ¼ 0* l ¼ 1y l ¼ 0* l ¼ 1y l ¼ 0* l ¼ 1y
Moves/transferz 80 3 106 117 3 106 80 3 106 117 3 106 80 3 106 126 3 106
Total energy(erg 3 1012) 19.66 6 0.10 20.77 6 0.08 20.36 6 0.08 21.54 6 0.19 20.78 6 0.17 22.14 6 0.29
Bending energy(erg 3 1012) 3.16 6 0.04 2.92 6 0.01 3.29 6 0.04 3.01 6 0.04 3.32 6 0.08 3.10 6 0.08
Twisting energy(erg 3 1012) 5.01 6 0.06 4.83 6 0.18 5.26 6 0.03 5.19 6 0.26 5.42 6 0.06 5.15 6 0.12
Electrostatic energy (erg 3 1012) 11.49 6 0.03 11.70 6 0.07 11.80 6 0.02 11.97 6 0.07 12.04 6 0.04 12.30 6 0.05
External potential energy (erg 3 1012) 0 1.32 6 0.03 0 1.38 6 0.02 0 1.42 6 0.01
Internal energy(erg 3 1012) 19.66 6 0.10 19.44 6 0.10 20.36 6 0.08 20.16 6 0.21 20.78 6 0.17 20.58 6 0.19
Writhe 6.9 6 0.1 7.3 6 0.4 8.1 6 0.1 8.2 6 0.4 8.9 6 0.1 9.3 6 0.2
Crossovers§ { 7.35 6 0.55 { 8.31 6 0.66 { 9.55 6 0.39
Rg (A˚) 696 6 27 943 6 57 664 6 26 870 6 100 705 6 50 870 6 110
Rgz (A˚)** 416 6 32
yy 57.7 6 0.4 397 6 40zz 58.5 6 0.3 415 6 47§§ 58.8 6 0.3
RgA (A˚)
{{ 577 6 37 858 6 81 557 6 29 760 6 150 614 6 52 760 6 150
UI/BI*** yyy 1%/99% yyy 33%/67% yyy 24%/76%
*Averages from a solution simulation in the absence of any surface potential. The averages are for eight simulations totaling 80 million moves. The error
ranges are the standard deviations over the eight simulations.
yAverages for l ¼ 1, which are taken over the last two simulations of three different simulated transfers, which collectively involve six simulations of 4
million moves each, or 24 million moves total. The error ranges are the standard deviations over the three transfers.
zAverage number of moves per simulated transfer (includes all equilibration moves). For the solution simulations, the total number of moves averaged is
listed.
§Crossovers when conﬁguration is projected into the xy plane.
{Not applicable for solution simulations.
**Component of the radius of gyration along the z axis, normal to the surface.
yyThis should be compared with the expected value, if the simulated DNA is rotationally averaged, of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Rg2=3
p ¼ 402 A˚.
zzThis should be compared with the expected value, if the simulated DNA is rotationally averaged, of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Rg2=3
p ¼ 383 A˚.
§§This should be compared with the expected value, if the simulated DNA is rotationally averaged, of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Rg2=3
p ¼ 407 A˚.
{{Largest component of the radius of gyration when the full second-moment tensor is diagonalized.
***Number of unbranched interwound and branched interwound (UI/BI) conﬁgurations observed after the simulated transfer of supercoiled DNA to the
surface.
yyyNot calculated for solution simulations.
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(56). The two images that do not exhibit intramolecular
aggregation are UI conﬁgurations. As with the images in
0.161 M ionic strength, it is not possible to unambiguously
count the number of crossovers in these two UI structures,
but reasonable values for those two images lie in the range
6–7. The number of crossovers in the simulated surface-
conﬁned (l ¼ 1.0) DNAs with C ¼ 200 fJ fm lies in the
range 7–8, and the writhe is –7.3. All of this is in reasonable
agreement with those AFM images that do not display intra-
molecular aggregation. However, simulated surface transfers
for larger values of C, namely 305 and 410 fJ fm, produced
structures with signiﬁcantly more crossovers and larger mag-
nitudes of the writhe (cf. Table 3). The AFM images of surface-
conﬁned DNAs in 0.01 M ionic strength evidently also favor
C ¼ 200 fJ fm over the larger values.
Because 1), simulations using C ¼ 305 and 410 fJ fm
already overestimate the number of crossovers, and 2), the
simulated transfer from solution to a surface causes an in-
crease in magnitude of the writhe and number of crossovers,
any correction for incomplete equilibration would only in-
crease the discrepancy between the simulations using C ¼
305 and 410 fJ fm and the AFM data.
Possible origins of the large torsional rigidities
of sufﬁciently strained DNAs
This study argues strongly that the large torsional rigidities,
C $ 270 fJ fm, measured for DNAs under either sufﬁcient
bending strain or sufﬁcient tension are not applicable to
unstrained or weakly strained DNAs. As in previous studies,
we suggest that unstrained DNAs exhibit a prevailing co-
operative equilibrium among two or more different duplex
states that extend over large and variable domains, and
display different torsional rigidities and intrinsic curvatures
(36,37). The relative stabilities of these different duplex
states, which are likely conformational substates within the
B-family, depend on sequence and other environmental fac-
tors, including imposed bending strain (2,3,5,6,10,27,29–
32,34–37). We propose that sufﬁcient bend over many base
pairs shifts this prevailing equilibrium toward a duplex state
with a larger torsional rigidity, C  400 fJ fm, and pre-
sumably also a greater intrinsic curvature (or superhelicity).
In addition, we propose that tensions as low as 0.1 pN are
able to shift the secondary structure equilibrium in favor of
a duplex state that is more extended and/or stiffer against
bending, and which also exhibits a large torsional rigidity,
C  400 fJ fm. This variation of the torsional rigidity with
sufﬁcient bending strain or tensile stress can be regarded as a
nonlinear contribution to the elasticity. In our proposal, this
nonlinear behavior is manifested whenever a particular bend
or stretch coordinate is extended beyond a yield point, and
the system slides into an adjacent potential-of-mean-force
basin that coincidentally has a greater curvature along its
torsion coordinate, hence also a greater torsional rigidity.
Such nonlinear elastic behavior should be expected for any
molecule that exhibits a rough ‘‘free energy landscape’’ with
additional minima near the true minimum on the potential-
of-mean-force surface. Of course, such minima correspond
to the different ‘‘duplex’’ states involved in the prevailing
conformational equilibrium discussed above. Despite the
similar torsional rigidities observed for sufﬁciently bent and
sufﬁciently pulled DNAs, it would be premature to conclude
that their secondary structures are identical. However, on
purely geometrical grounds, it is likely that an increase in
tilt and/or roll of the base pairs is associated with, and
partly responsible for, the enhanced torsional rigidity in both
cases.
CONCLUSIONS
By comparing simulated and measured values of ET for large
supercoiled DNAs with small linking differences, jD‘j# 4, it
is possible to estimate the value of the torsional rigidity, C, of
such a DNA to within ;615%. C-values in the range 170–
231 fJ fm are found to be compatible with the experimental
ET data, whereas C-values in the range 269–410 fJ fm yield
ET-values that are signiﬁcantly too large. The numbers of
crossovers exhibited by simulated surface-conﬁned DNAs
with different torsional rigidities are compared to those ob-
tained from AFM images. The value C ¼ 200 fJ fm is found
to yield good agreement, but C ¼ 305 and 410 fJ fm are
found to signiﬁcantly overestimate the experimental values.
Although C-values in the range 269–410 apply to DNAs that
are subject to sufﬁcient coherent bending strains ($1.45/bp)
in small circles or to sufﬁcient tension ($0.1 pN) in single-
molecule pulling experiments, they evidently do not apply to
less-strained or unstrained DNAs. The onset of such high
values of the torsional rigidity with increasing bending strain
between 1.0 and 1.45/bp and the ‘‘plateau’’ of such values
from 1.45 to 2.0/bp suggests that the bending strain has
shifted a prevailing conformational equilibrium in favor of a
state that coincidentally has a torsional rigidity near 400 fJ
fm. It is suggested that tension also causes a related shift in
the prevailing conformational equilibrium.
APPENDIX: SYSTEMATIC ERRORS IN C
OBTAINED BY THE FPA METHOD
Although torsional rigidities obtained by the FPA method were originally
prone to the greatest number of possible systematic uncertainties, those have
been largely resolved during the 25 years since the ﬁrst FPA measurements
(72).
1. Concerns about the accuracy of the approximate analytical theory used
to deconvolute the data were substantially allayed by extensive testing
on, and comparisons with, Brownian dynamics simulations, including
some that took full account of all forces and torques arising from the
potential function (73–76).
2. The concern that intercalated ethidium itself might alter C or Ad was ad-
dressed by studies that indicated no effect on C or Ad up to one ethidium
per 5 bp, and no effect on ET up to at least one per 12 bp (32,33).
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3. The possibility that ethidium might bind preferentially to sequences with
unusually low or high torsional rigidities was addressed by footprinting
and other binding studies, which indicated that ethidium binds to DNAs
with N $ 7 bp in a nonspeciﬁc random manner, subject to neighbor
exclusion (77–81).
4. Uncertainty about the best-ﬁt value of C due to inadequate knowledge
regarding the value of Ad was greatly reduced by recent measurements
of the dynamic persistence length, Pd ¼ Ad=kT , which have converged
to Pd ¼ 150–200 nm (37,40,41). The best-ﬁt values of C are very in-
sensitive to variations of Pd within this range.
5. The largest remaining uncertainty lies in the hydrodynamic cylinder
radius, RH, for azimuthal spinning around the symmetry axis. The mea-
sured RH-values for DNAs containing N # 36 bp all cluster in the range
1.00 6 0.02 nm, but rise with N from 43 to 72 bp in a sequence-
dependent manner (B. S. Fujimoto and J. M. Schurr, unpublished data).
This is due to eccentricity of the ‘‘spinning’’ motion caused by direc-
tional permanent curvature (82). The effective RH reaches a plateau value
for N $ 180 bp, which is ;1.2 nm, with an estimated maximum un-
certainty of ;10%. The implied maximum systematic uncertainty in the
best-ﬁt C obtained from FPA measurements is ;20%. When C-values
that are obtained from FPA measurements on a particular DNA by as-
suming RH ¼ 1.2 nm are incorporated into simulations of ET, agreement
with the experimentally measured ET-values for the same DNA is
remarkably good, within a few percent (60,63) . Moreover, the agree-
ment between C-values measured by FPA for fresh and aged 181-bp
DNA on one hand and C-values obtained via the TR method for 205- to
217-bp and 247-bp DNAs on the other is within ;5%. For such rea-
sons, we believe that the actual systematic uncertainty in C-values as-
sessed by FPA is ,;10%.
This work was supported in part by grant RO1 GM61685 from the National
Institutes of Health.
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